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Attractive Electron–Electron Interactions within Robust
Local Fitting Approximations
Patrick Merlot,[a] Thomas Kjærgaard,[a] Trygve Helgaker,[a] Roland Lindh,[b]
Francesco Aquilante,[b,c] Simen Reine,*[a] and Thomas Bondo Pedersen*[a]
An analysis of Dunlap’s robust fitting approach reveals that the
resulting two-electron integral matrix is not manifestly positive
semidefinite when local fitting domains or non-Coulomb
fitting metrics are used. We present a highly local approximate
method for evaluating four-center two-electron integrals
based on the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximation and
apply it to the construction of the Coulomb and exchange
contributions to the Fock matrix. In this pair-atomic resolutionof-the-identity (PARI) approach, atomic-orbital (AO) products
are expanded in auxiliary functions centered on the two
atoms associated with each product. Numerical tests indicate
that in 1% or less of all Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sham
calculations,
the
indefinite
integral
matrix
causes
nonconvergence in the self-consistent-field iterations. In these
cases, the two-electron contribution to the total energy
becomes negative, meaning that the electronic interaction is
effectively attractive, and the total energy is dramatically lower

than that obtained with exact integrals. In the vast majority of
our test cases, however, the indefiniteness does not interfere
with convergence. The total energy accuracy is comparable to
that of the standard Coulomb-metric RI method. The speed-up
compared with conventional algorithms is similar to the RI
method for Coulomb contributions; exchange contributions
are accelerated by a factor of up to eight with a triple-zeta
quality basis set. A positive semidefinite integral matrix is
recovered within PARI by introducing local auxiliary basis
functions spanning the full AO product space, as may be
achieved by using Cholesky-decomposition techniques. Local
completion, however, slows down the algorithm to a level
C 2013
comparable with or below conventional calculations. V
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Introduction

The RI approximation may also be used in conjunction with
reduced-scaling methods for large molecules, including
reduced-scaling exchange algorithms,[27–30] local MP2
theory,[31,32] and local coupled-cluster theory.[33] In its most
accurate form, the RI method scales cubically with system size
and further local approximations are required (in the RI algorithm itself ) to reduce scaling. Several local RI approaches
have been suggested, as discussed in the Theory section.
These approaches share a common feature: the accuracy of
the two-electron integrals is reduced. Fortunately, much of the
accuracy can be recovered by using Dunlap’s robust formulation.[7,34–37] A fully robust-variational RI approach was used by
Reine et al.[30] for Coulomb and exchange contributions in

Density-fitting or resolution-of-the-identity (RI) techniques, the
successors of early approximation schemes for evaluating
two-electron integrals in atomic-orbital (AO) basis,[1–3] were pioneered by Whitten,[4] Baerends et al.,[5] Sambe and Felton,[6]
and Dunlap et al.[7,8] in the 1970s. The work in the 1990s by
Feyereisen et al.[9,10] and by Ahlrichs and coworkers[11–14] was
instrumental in turning the RI approach into the mainstream
approximation it is today. For theoretical models, where twoelectron integral evaluation and transformation constitute a
major computational bottleneck—including, in particular, nonhybrid Kohn–Sham (KS) density-functional theory (DFT),[15,16]
second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) theory,[17] and second-order
coupled-cluster[18] theory—application of RI techniques results
in computational acceleration by as much as one to two orders
of magnitude for small- and medium-sized (on the order of 100
atoms) molecules, see Weigend et al.,[19] Weigend,[20] and H€attig
and Weigend.[21] Recently, RI methods have also gained popularity for a range of self-energy approximations using either
Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs)[22,23] or numerical AOs.[24] For
most molecular electronic-structure models, RI techniques
reduce the prefactor rather than the computational scaling with
respect to molecule size. Notable exceptions are the Laplacetransform scaled-opposite-spin MP2 theory[25] and the direct
random-phase approximation (RPA),[26] where the scaling is
reduced from O(N5) to O(N4), with N a measure of molecule
size, for each grid point in the numerical integration.
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Hartree–Fock (HF) theory and hybrid KS DFT, whereas a partially robust correction was used by Sodt and Head-Gordon.[29]
Although the robust approximation[35] provides superior
accuracy, we demonstrate theoretically here that it exhibits
one serious flaw: it is not manifestly positive semidefinite. As a
consequence, electronic interactions may become effectively
attractive. Numerical tests using a highly local pair-atomic
resolution-of-the-identity (PARI) approach show that the indefinite approximate integral matrix may cause severe convergence problems or even convergence to a spurious state with
a negative two-electron energy with a total electronic energy
far below the exact ground-state energy.

Theory
RI methods approximate the four-center two-electron integrals
ðabjcdÞ, in Mulliken notation,
ðf jgÞ ¼

Z
6

R

f ðr1 Þ

1
gðr2 Þdr1 dr2 ;
r12

r12 ¼ jr1  r2 j;

(1)

by expanding each AO pair product jabÞ between two AO basis functions va ðrÞ and vb ðrÞ in atom-centered auxiliary basis
functions Ua ðrÞ:
f ¼
jabÞ  jabÞ

X

jaÞcab
a

(2)

a

where tilde denotes a fitted quantity. In contrast to the analogous expansion of molecular orbitals (MOs) in a basis of AOs,
we have the advantage of knowing the target functions jabÞ.
Therefore, the fitting basis fjaÞg does not need to be
complete in the sense of spanning the full space of squareintegrable functions on R3 for the fit to be exact. Clearly, it is
sufficient that the AO products and the fitting basis span the
same subspace, spanfjabÞg ¼ spanfjaÞg.
Robust fitting
Rather than simply replacing all AO products jabÞ with their
f Dunlap[35] has advocated the rofitted approximations jabÞ,
bust expression
g ¼ ðabjcdÞ
f
e  ðabj
f cdÞ;
e
ðabjcdÞ  ðabjcdÞ
þ ðabjcdÞ

(3)

which guarantees that the integral error is bilinear in the error
of the fitted AO products,
g ¼ ðab  abjcd
f  cdÞ:
e
DGab;cd ¼ ðabjcdÞ  ðabjcdÞ

(4)

Since DG is symmetric positive semidefinite, the Coulomb
(Hartree) energy computed using the approximate integrals is a
lower bound to the result computed using the exact integrals:[7]
EH  E~H ¼

1X
Dab DGab;cd Dcd  0:
2 abcd

matrix multiplied by the integral matrix. Important examples
are the exact-exchange energy and the direct part of the
coupled-cluster correlation energy, which includes the directMP2 and direct-RPA expressions as special cases. (The term
‘ direct’’ indicates that only Coulomb contributions are treated
at the correlated level, whereas the exchange contributions
are left at the uncorrelated HF level.) Inequalities of the type
in eq. (5) have been exploited to optimize auxiliary basis sets
for the calculation of Coulomb energies,[11,12,20] exchange
energies,[38,39] and correlation energies.[14,19,40–42]
The above properties of the robust integral expression
indicate that HF and KS energies computed using the RI
approximation are less than those obtained with exact integrals. This is not fully guaranteed in practice, of course, as
the density matrix obtained from self-consistent field (SCF)
iterations in an RI-based calculation generally differs from
that obtained in the corresponding SCF calculation with the
exact integrals.

Positive definiteness
The appealing properties of the robust integral expression
eq. (3) are valid regardless of how the coefficients cab
a of eq.
(2) are determined. However, these schemes come with an
g is
important caveat: the robust integral matrix G~ab;cd ¼ ðabjcdÞ
not manifestly positive semidefinite. Negative eigenvalues
imply that the total two-electron interaction may become
effectively attractive with an unfortunate but formally valid
density matrix during SCF iterations. In the worst case, such
eigenvalues may lead to convergence to a spurious state corresponding to clustering of electrons around the most highly
charged nuclei and a total energy far below (by thousands or
even millions of hartrees) the exact electronic ground-state
energy. Although strictly speaking in numerical accord with
eq. (5) (since the approximate energy is below the exact
one), such a result is not covered by that inequality as the
converged density matrices obtained with exact and approximate integrals are fundamentally different. Less dramatic but
more insidious consequences of an indefinite integral matrix
in SCF calculations are convergence difficulties and nonconvergence. We note that small negative integral eigenvalues
should not cause severe problems in noniterative schemes—
in particular, if an inequality of the type in eq. (5) is rigorously valid.
To show that the robust integral expression in eq. (3) is not
manifestly positive semidefinite, we multiply from left and
right by an arbitrary real vector x, yielding
X

g cd ¼ ðXjXÞ
~ þ ðXjXÞ
~  ðXj
~ XÞ;
~
xab ðabjcdÞx

jXÞ ¼

X
ab

(5)

Similar inequalities hold for energy contributions that can
be written as the trace of a (positive or negative) semidefinite

(6)

abcd

xab jabÞ;

~ ¼
jXÞ

X

f
xab jabÞ

(7)

ab

While the first two terms in eq. (6) are not necessarily
~ XÞ
~  0, but it is
nonnegative, the last term is nonnegative, ðXj
subtracted. Overall, therefore, the robust integral matrix is only
conditionally positive semidefinite.
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2013, 34, 1486–1496
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Let us see how negative eigenvalues may arise in the robust
~
integral matrix. Using eq. (4) and introducing jDXÞ ¼ jX  XÞ,
we may recast eq. (6) in the form
~ þ ðXjXÞ
~  ðXj
~ XÞ
~ ¼ ðXjXÞ  ðDXjDXÞ:
ðXjXÞ

(8)

If x is an eigenvector of the exact integral matrix, this
expression indicates that the eigenvalues of the exact integral matrix are shifted downwards in the robust RI
approximation by roughly ðDXjDXÞ. Although ðDXjDXÞ
should be small in a good auxiliary basis, nonzero vectors x
generally do exist such that ðXjXÞ < ðDXjDXÞ, meaning that
the robust integral matrix has at least one negative eigenvalue. Suppose, for example, that the AO product basis is linearly dependent in the Coulomb metric and let x be a nonzero
eigenvector of the exact integral matrix with a zero eigenvalue. Then ðXjXÞ ¼ 0 and, unless the fit is exact, ðDXjDXÞ > 0,
illustrating how negative eigenvalues of the robust integral
matrix may arise.

Coulomb-metric fitting
Fortunately, the fitting coefficients can be determined in such a
way that the robust integral matrix becomes manifestly positive
semidefinite. With a given fitting basis, the most accurate results
are obtained by minimizing the integral errors. Noting that the
integral error matrix satisfies the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,

 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DGab;cd   DGab;ab DGcd;cd ;

(9)

the smallest errors are obtained by requiring that the fitting
coefficients minimize DGab;ab for each AO product ab. This
approach may be viewed as a least-squares minimization of
f measured in the Couthe norm of the fitting error jab  abÞ
lomb metric, leading to the following linear equations for the
fitting coefficients:
f ¼
ðajabÞ ¼ ðajabÞ

X

ðajbÞcab
b ;

8a; ab:

(10)

b

Apart from being robust, this fitting procedure gives a variational energy in, for example, HF and KS theories.[35] Moreover,
e ¼ ðabj
f cdÞ
e ¼ ðabjcdÞ
f
since ðabjcdÞ
by virtue of eq. (10), the robust integral expression in eq. (3) can be reduced to
g ¼ ðabj
f cdÞ:
e
ðabjcdÞ

(11)

Thus, the robust integral matrix becomes manifestly positive
semidefinite when the fitting coefficients are determined by the
Coulomb-metric fitting scheme of eq. (10).
An alternative approximate integral expression is given by
1
g ¼ 1 ðabjcdÞ
f
e
ðabjcdÞ
þ ðabjcdÞ:
2
2

(12)

This expression and those in eqs. (3) and (11) are equivalent
when the fitting coefficients are determined by eq. (10). On
the other hand, with any other fitting scheme, these approxi1488
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mations differ and only eq. (3) is robust. We shall refer to the
expressions in eqs. (11) and (12) as the nonrobust two-center
(NR-2) and the nonrobust three-center (NR-3) approximations,
respectively (bearing in mind that they become robust with
Coulomb-metric fitting).
Local fitting
While it is well established that Coulomb-metric fitting provides superior accuracy in total energies compared with alternative schemes,[7,10] the solution of the fitting equations in eq.
(10) scales cubically with system size and represents a bottleneck for large systems. Although subquadratic scaling may be
achieved by the preconditioned conjugate-gradient method,[43]
a linear-scaling scheme is needed. The fundamental problem is
the long range of the Coulomb operator, which induces a
slow decay of the coefficients cab
a with increasing distance
between the AOs a and b and the fitting function a.[44,45]
Although the slow decay may be circumvented by using a
locally complete auxiliary basis,[46,47] the analysis points
directly to two approaches for asymptotic linear scaling. One
is to deploy a local metric in place of the Coulomb metric for
computing the fitting coefficients; [30,44] the other is to assign
a local fitting domain (a subset of the auxiliary basis) in the vicinity of each target AO product jabÞ.[27,29,48–50] These
approaches may be combined, using both a local metric and
local fitting domains, as done by Baerends et al.[5] and Krykunov et al.[51]
Whether a local metric or local domains are used, highest
accuracy is obtained with the robust integral expression in eq.
(3) which, however, is not positive semidefinite. The NR-3
expression is less accurate than the robust expression and also
indefinite. Using local domains, Sodt and Head-Gordon[29]
applied the NR-3 scheme to the exchange contribution, reporting energy errors comparable with those obtained using Coulomb-metric fitting. These authors do not discuss the lack of
positive semidefiniteness but, with a small domain radius of 4
bohr, the error for a graphite sheet with 50 carbon atoms and
18 hydrogen atoms is about 5 mEh per atom in the SV(P) orbital basis and TZPP auxiliary basis (optimized for exchange),
which is of opposite sign and 2–3 orders of magnitude greater
than that obtained with a domain radius above 6 bohr (see
Table I of Sodt and Head-Gordon[29]). Most likely, the large
oppositely signed error arises from negative eigenvalues of the
integral matrix.
To our knowledge, indefiniteness has not been discussed in
the literature, perhaps because the fully robust integral
approximation is not widely used with local fitting. Another
reason may be that indefiniteness does not present serious difficulties in practice and thus has remained unnoticed. In the
following, we introduce the highly local PARI method where,
presumably, problems associated with indefiniteness should be
the most severe.
The PARI method
If local AO basis functions such as GTOs or Slater-type orbitals
are used, the AO pair products jabÞ are local in nature. The
WWW.CHEMISTRYVIEWS.COM
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Table 1. Comparison of exact and approximate integral matrices for H2 (R ¼ 1:4a0 ) and C2H4 (planar, RCC ¼ 2:52032a0 , RCH ¼ 2:06844a0 ) with
the 6-31G/df-def2 basis sets. For each integral matrix, the largest integral error kDGkmax (in lEh), the lowest integral eigenvalue cmin (in lEh), the
number of negative eigenvalues Nneg , and the energy error (in lEh) at convergence DE ¼ Eapproximate  Eexact are listed. The addition of two-center
functions to the df-def2 auxiliary basis set is denoted ‘ 12C(d),’’ where d is the integral target accuracy (in Eh ).
C2H4

H2
Integrals

||~G||max

cmin

Nneg[a]

0.0
2689.1
8384.3
50.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
18628.0
9073.2
481.6

43.7
15.4
957.6
13.8
43.7
43.7
43.7
5.5
271.1
58.3

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

exact
RI
PARI
PARI þ 2C(104 )
PARI þ 2C(106 )
PARI þ 2C((108 )[c]
PARI þ 2C(1010 )
NR-2[d]
NR-3[e]
dPtoE[f ]

DE

kDGkmax

cmin

Nneg[b]

0.0
31.2
51.6
17.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
686.7
324.1

0.0
1546.0
8384.3
89.6
1.0
0.0
0.0
22301.8
11182.9
388.0

0.0
0.0
1469.8
162.0
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
435.6
209.3

0
0
117
115
77
20
0
0
100
31

DE
0.0
41.3
219.6
63.2
0.8
0.0
0.0
83440.0
28464.8

[a] Out of a total of 10 eigenvalues. [b] Out of a total of 351 eigenvalues.
[c] For C2H4 the values are: kDGkmax ¼ 9:0  103 lEh ,
cmin ¼ 5:3  103 lEh , and DE ¼ 2:3  103 lEh . [d] Equation (11). [e] Equation (12). [f ] Diagonal blocks of the PARI integral matrix replaced by
exact integrals. The energy has not been computed for dPtoE.

idea of using local fitting for approximating these products is
an old one, predating the RI approximation—it was used, for
instance, in the axial expansion of Boys and Shavitt,[1] with
auxiliary basis functions positioned on the line connecting the
two parent atoms. The use of auxiliary basis functions centered exclusively on the parent atoms has also been exploited
by Baerends et al.[5] in nonhybrid KS DFT. In their approach,
the electron density qðrÞ is decomposed into pair-atomic densities qAB ðrÞ in the manner,
qðrÞ ¼

X

qAB ðrÞ;

(13)

AB

where each pair-atomic density is expanded in auxiliary functions centered only on the parent atoms A and B. Essentially,
the same idea was used more recently by Giese and York.[52]
In the PARI scheme, we exploit locality in a manner similar to
that of Baerends et al. except that we approximate the electron integrals ðabjcdÞ individually for each jcdÞ rather than its
total Coulomb interaction ðabjqÞ. Also, we apply the robust
Dunlap correction.
In the PARI method, we approximate each four-center twoelectron integral ðabjcdÞ using the robust integral expression
f
e  ðabj
f cdÞ
e with jabÞ
f
in eq. (3), ðabjcdÞPARI ¼ ðabjcdÞ
þ ðabjcdÞ
e
and jcdÞ expanded in atom-centered auxiliary basis functions
jaÞ and jcÞ centered only on the parent atoms A and B for
jabÞ and C and D for jcdÞ, respectively:
f ¼
jabÞ

X

cab
a jaÞ;

e ¼
jcdÞ

a2A[B

X

ccd
c jcÞ:

(14)

c2C[D

The PARI fitting coefficients are determined from the equations
X

ðajbÞcab
b ¼ ðajabÞ;

8a 2 A [ B;

(15)

b2A[B

thereby
minimizing
the
integral
errors
DGPARI
ab;ab ¼
f
f
ðab  abjab  abÞ. Involving only local quantities, the number

of equations is equal to the number of nonzero AO products
which, in turn, scales linearly with system size. The PARI fitting
problem thus scales linearly. More generally, RI and PARI
expansion coefficients can be obtained by minimizing the
residual interaction in different metrics[30,44]—for example, in
the Coulomb metric used above or in the overlap metric. The
minimization may furthermore be constrained to conserve
charge[5,7] and possibly higher order electric multipole
moments.[52]
The small number of auxiliary functions used for each AO
pair in the PARI scheme compared with the global Coulombmetric scheme makes it reasonable to expect relatively large
integral errors. Moreover, negative eigenvalues of the PARI integral matrix are most likely larger (numerically) than those
obtained with local fitting domains. We thus anticipate that
large auxiliary basis sets are needed in PARI calculations.
Therefore, before describing the PARI calculation of Coulomb
and exchange contributions, we discuss how Choleskydecomposition (CD) techniques may be invoked to control the
accuracy of PARI integrals while maintaining locality.
Unless qualified further, the term ‘ PARI’’ is in the following
taken to mean an unconstrained fitting in the Coulomb metric
according to eq. (15), whereas the term ‘ RI’’ implies an unconstrained global Coulomb-metric fitting.
Control of integral accuracy by Cholesky decomposition
The CD of two-electron repulsion integrals offers a viable alternative path to the construction of auxiliary basis sets, where
the constituent functions are constructed with the objective of
minimizing integral errors. Following its introduction in
quantum chemistry by Beebe and Linderberg in 1977[53] and
subsequent investigations in the 1980s,[54–56] the CD method
was revived by Koch et al. in 2003[57]. CD-based approaches
are reviewed in the recent articles by Pedersen et al.[46] and
Aquilante et al.,[47] to which we refer for details. In the context
of PARI, the most interesting aspect of CD-based auxiliary basis
sets is their inherent locality.[46,47,58]
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2013, 34, 1486–1496
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The minimized values of the diagonal integral errors DGPARI
ab;ab
depend on the auxiliary basis. If the auxiliary functions on A
and B span the same space as the product set fjabÞg for all
AB, then DGPARI
ab;ab ¼ 0 and the PARI scheme becomes exact. In
practice, for A 6¼ B, it is difficult to span jabÞ accurately with
only atom-centered functions since, in general, a large, diffuse
auxiliary basis is then needed. For diagonal AA pairs, atomic
CD auxiliary functions span the AO product space with only a
limited number of atom-centered functions.[58] We note that
the use of atomic CD auxiliary basis sets in conjunction with
the PARI approximation is equivalent to the limited-expansionof-diatomic-overlap (LEDO) method of Billingsley and Bloor,[3]
with on-site linear dependence removed in advance (by the
atomic CD).
A simple strategy for spanning AO products locally is to include
functions positioned on the line between the two atoms in question.[1] In the same spirit, CD may be deployed to select exactly
those AO products that are needed for each atom pair.[46] Suppose that we aim for an absolute error of at most d  0 in every
integral and suppose that a given atom-centered auxiliary basis
has one or more pairs for which DGPARI
ab;ab > d. For each atom
pair, we Cholesky decompose the corresponding diagonal block
of the integral-error matrix with threshold d, thereby obtaining
the linearly independent subset of the AO products jabÞ that is
not spanned by the atom-centered auxiliary basis. These twocenter functions are then added to the atom-centered auxiliary
basis and the AO products are re-expanded as
f ¼
jabÞ

X

cab
a jaÞ;

(16)

a2A[BþAB

where AB denotes the added set of two-center functions, compared to eq. (14). Upon solving the (unconstrained) fitting equations, all elements of the PARI integral-error matrix satisfy the in



equality DGPARI
ab;cd   d, implying that errors in total energies and
molecular properties can be controlled through the integral target accuracy d. Moreover, the PARI integral matrix is expected
to approach positive semidefiniteness smoothly as d is
decreased.
Approaching local completeness by adding two-center functions carries a computational penalty and makes the auxiliary
basis geometry dependent. As a result, discontinuities are
introduced into the potential-energy surface, making geometry
optimizations difficult to perform. These discontinuities
decrease with the target accuracy, eventually becoming unimportant. Calculations by Aquilante et al.[59] for full CD of the
exact integral matrix, which also involve two-center functions,
indicate that rather loose thresholds may be sufficient.
We finally mention that the PARI integral approximation
becomes essentially identical to Foerster’s[60] elimination of
redundant orbital products (in the Coulomb metric) if only
two-center functions were included in the auxiliary basis set.
The PARI-J and PARI-K methods
An existing RI code is straightforwardly adapted to the PARI
scheme for evaluating the Coulomb contribution to the Fock/
1490
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KS matrix (referred to here as the PARI-J method) since similar
contributions appear in the RI and PARI schemes. For
P
Jab ¼ ðabjqÞ ¼ ðabjcdÞDcd , we get the PARI-J approximation
cd

by replacing all occurrences of ðabjcdÞ by ðabjcdÞPARI :
PARI
f  q~Þ ¼
¼ ðabj~
qÞ þ ðabjq
Jab

X

X

ðabjcÞcc þ

c

~a g;
cab
a fga  g

a2A[B

(17)
ga ¼

X

ðajcdÞDcd ;

g~a ¼

X

ðajcÞcc ;

cc ¼

c

cd

X

ccd
c Dcd : (18)

cd

The contributions ðabj~
qÞ and ga are calculated in both the
RI and PARI methods but used with different coefficients cc .
The added complexity of the PARI approximation is the contribution involving g~a ; however, these integrals are also needed
for the RI fitting equations. We, therefore, expect similar efficiencies of the RI-J and PARI-J methods, although the latter
will be faster for large systems because of the linear complexity of the PARI fitting equations.
In the PARI-K scheme, we apply the PARI method to the
exchange contribution to the Fock/KS matrix, replacing
P
Kab ¼ ðacjbdÞDcd by the fitted elements
cd
PARI
¼
Kab

X

ðacjbdÞPARI Dcd :

(19)

cd

Compared with regular RI schemes, the locality of PARI-K fits
may greatly improve efficiency by reducing the time spent on
transformations and contractions. To minimize cost, we
calculate the three-center integrals only once per SCF cycle
(exploiting permutational symmetry), aiming to perform all
contractions in an efficient manner, while keeping memory
and disk-storage requirements to a minimum. To calculate
three-center integrals only once per SCF iteration, we split the
pair-product expansions in two parts:
f ¼ jabÞ
f þ jabÞ
f 
jabÞ

X
a2A

cab
a jaÞ þ

X

cab
b jbÞ;

(20)

b2B6¼A

where underline indicates that the functions are restricted to
that atom only. Exploiting the full permutation symmetry of
the integrals, the PARI-K algorithm for symmetric and antisymmetric matrices is outlined in Figure 1. Nonsymmetric matrices
may be treated by decomposing these into their symmetric
and antisymmetric parts.

Results
Most of the results reported here have been obtained with a
development version of LSDALTON[61] compiled with Intel ifort
version 11.1 and linked with the MKL library version 11.1. The
calculations with two-center functions in the auxiliary basis
were performed with a development version of MOLCAS[62]
compiled with gfortran version 4.1.2. All calculations were carried out on a single core of a 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon X5355 Quad
Core processor.
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Figure 1. Outline of the PARI-K algorithm.
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The results for H2 and C2H4 are reported in Table 1, where
we compare exact and approximate integral matrices at the
BLYP level of theory with the 6-31G orbital basis[63] and dfdef2 auxiliary basis set.[12] Even for these small systems, the
PARI integral matrix has 2 negative eigenvalues (out of 10) for
H2 and 117 (out of 351) for C2H4. The lowest PARI eigenvalue
is about –1mEh for both systems, even though the largest PARI
integral error is only 3–4 times greater than the largest RI
error. In spite of negative eigenvalues, the PARI calculations
converge to total energies with errors only 2–5 times greater
than the corresponding RI errors.
Upon the addition of two-center functions to the auxiliary
basis, integral and energy errors are reduced and eventually
disappear. Concurrently, the number and magnitude of negative eigenvalues are reduced as the integral matrix approaches
positive semidefiniteness. However, very accurate integrals
(with target accuracy 1010 Eh ) are needed to make the PARI
integral matrix positive semidefinite for C2H4. The NR-2 integral
matrix is (by construction) positive semidefinite but with large
integral and energy errors. In the NR-3 scheme, even though
the largest integral and energy errors are increased relative to
the PARI scheme, the magnitude of the most negative eigenvalue is reduced. Since the largest PARI errors are in the diagonal integrals, we have tested whether indefiniteness can be
cured by substituting exact integrals in the diagonal blocks of
the PARI integral matrix. This approach is denoted dPtoE in Table 1. Evidently, as this diagonal substitution works only for
H2, the dPtoE approach is not a general cure but we note that
the number and magnitude of negative eigenvalues are significantly decreased relative to the PARI scheme for C2H4.
Importantly, the addition of two-center functions as needed
to achieve a given target accuracy does not alter the complexity of PARI fitting, which remains asymptotically linear—see
Figure 2, where the CPU time required to set up and solve the

Positive semidefiniteness
To illustrate the problems arising from an indefinite integral
matrix, we used MOLCAS to calculate the ground state of ethylene (planar, RCC ¼ 2:52032a0 , RCH ¼ 2:06844a0 ). The conventional calculation converges in 10 iterations to an energy of
 78:575129Eh at the BLYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. A change
of the sign of all two-electron integrals, thereby obtaining a
negative semidefinite integral matrix, leads to convergence in
nine iterations to an energy of  297:455623Eh with essentially all electrons on the carbon atoms, as expected. A shift of
all diagonal integrals ðabjabÞ by either  0:1Eh or  0:01Eh
results in an indefinite integral matrix, with convergence in
389 iterations to  1208098:3Eh and no convergence in 400
iterations, respectively. This simple example illustrates the
problems associated with an indefinite two-electron integral
matrix: convergence to a spurious state or failure to converge.
The testing of a symmetric real matrix for positive semidefiniteness can be done by CD, which fails if the matrix has negative eigenvalues, or by brute-force diagonalization. We have
chosen the latter approach, with the entire integral matrix
stored in main memory, thereby limiting the size of molecules
and basis sets that can be tested for positive semidefiniteness.

Figure 2. CPU time required to set up and solve the PARI fitting equations
with and without two-center functions added to the auxiliary basis set.
Sample calculations performed for linear carbon chains CnH2 with the ccpVTZ basis set and aCD-type auxiliary basis sets on a single core of a 2.66
GHz Intel Xeon X5355 Quad Core processor.

fitting equations with and without two-center functions is
plotted against system size. As a model system to demonstrate
scaling, we have chosen linear chains of carbon atoms with a
single hydrogen atom at each end—that is, CnH2 with a CAC
distance of 1.40 Å and a CAH distance of 1.09 Å. Here, we use
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2013, 34, 1486–1496
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the cc-pVTZ basis set[64] and atom-centered auxiliary basis sets
denoted aCD-4, aCD-6, and aCD-8 generated by atomic CD[65]
with decomposition thresholds 104 , 106 , and 108 Eh,
respectively. The auxiliary basis sets aCD-4þ2C(104 ), aCD6þ2C(106 ), and aCD-8þ2C(108 ) were obtained from these
by adding two-center functions to ensure target accuracies of
104 , 106 , and 108 Eh, respectively. The linear scaling of the
PARI fitting calculations is clearly displayed in Figure 2, but we
note that the prefactor is increased by a factor of two or more
when two-center functions are added to the auxiliary basis.
The number of two-center functions added for pairs involving
only carbon atoms is listed in Table 2 for each target accuracy
d.

Table 2. CnH2, cc-pVTZ basis set. Number of two-center functions
added to atom pairs involving only carbon atoms. RCC denotes distance
between carbon atoms in a given pair. The number of two-center
functions added to carbon–carbon pairs with distances different from
those given is zero.

RCC /Å

Auxiliary
Basis set
4

df-cc-pVTZ þ 2C(10 )
df-cc-pVTZ þ 2C(106 )
df-cc-pVTZ þ 2C(108 )
aCD-4 þ 2C(104 )
aCD-6 þ 2C(106 )
aCD-8 þ 2C(108 )

0.0

1.4

2.8

4.2

5.6

7.0

86
137
199
0
0
0

57
170
282
7
58
147

10
78
169
0
30
82

1
22
55
0
5
24

0
1
12
0
0
3

0
0
1
0
0
0

The number of two-center functions required to achieve a
given accuracy depends strongly on the one-center auxiliary
basis. With aCD auxiliary basis sets, two-center functions are
most urgently needed for pairs involving bonded carbon pairs
(RCC ¼ 1:4 Å) but become important also for other pairs
(RCC > 1:4 Å) as d decreases. Significantly more two-center
functions are needed (also at larger distances) with the df-ccpVTZ auxiliary basis—in particular, many two-center functions
are needed for diagonal AO pairs (RCC ¼ 0:0 Å). This behaviour
reflects the fact that the aCD sets are constructed with high
integral accuracy in mind.[65]
In spite of the negative eigenvalues of the PARI integral matrix, all SCF calculations presented here converge. Therefore,
although the PARI energy errors are somewhat larger than the
corresponding RI errors, further investigations of accuracy and
efficiency are of interest.
Fitting errors and timings
We now examine the fitting errors obtained for the Coulomb
and exact-exchange contributions to the KS matrix by using
the RI and PARI schemes in restricted B3LYP calculations on
selected closed-shell molecules. We also consider the speedups obtained with the RI and PARI schemes by comparing calculations performed with and without density fitting.
Three sets of calculations have been carried out. First, we
perform B3LYP calculations on the 359 closed-shell molecules
in the G3 benchmark set, using the 6-31G orbital basis and
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the df-def2 auxiliary basis, denoting these calculations G3/631G. Next, we perform B3LYP calculations on the same molecules using the larger cc-pVTZ basis with the df-cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis (the triple-zeta valence-plus-polarization basis of Weigend[38]) denoting these calculations G3/cc-pVTZ. Since no 631G basis exists for atoms with 31  Z  36, molecules with
these atoms were not considered. The G3/6-31G set, therefore,
contains 323 closed-shell molecules. Likewise, no cc-pVTZ basis
exists for potassium and no df-cc-pVTZ basis exists for
Z ¼ 2; 3; 4; 10; 11; 12; 18; 31  35; the G3/cc-pVTZ set, therefore, contains only 299 closed-shell molecules. In addition to
the G3/6-31G and G3/cc-pVTZ calculations, we have performed
calculations on 18 molecules previously considered by Peach
et al.[66] in a study of excitation energies and by Reine et al.[30]
in a study of integral density fitting; to these, we added benzene with a CAC distance of 1.395 Å and a CAH distance of
1.0996 Å. This resulting set contains molecules that are somewhat larger (up to 42 atoms and 1004 AOs) than those in the
G3 set (up to 26 atoms and 322 AOs). For these 19 molecules,
we have carried out restricted B3LYP calculations in the ccpVTZ orbital basis with the df-cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis, denoting
the calculations M19/cc-pVTZ.
In Table 3, we have listed the mean errors, standard deviations, and maximum absolute errors for the G3/6-31G, G3/cc-

Table 3. Mean errors (l
), standard deviations (r), and maximum
absolute errors (lmax ) in lEh for the G3/6-31G, G3/cc-pVTZ, and M19/ccpVTZ sets calculated using the RI approximation for Coulomb (RI-J) and
HF exchange (RI-K) and the PARI approximation for Coulomb (PARI-J) and
HF exchange (PARI-K) at the B3LYP level of theory. Details about the
three benchmark sets are given in the text.

G3/6-31G[a]

l
r

G3/cc-pVTZ[b]

lmax
l

M19/cc-pVTZ

lmax
l

r

RI-J

PARI-J

RI-K

PARI-K

20
8

72
48

8
3

20
10

35

202

11

21

12
4

22
10

9
3

14
7

17

59

10

42

r

10
2

20
5

9
4

14
3

lmax

5

14

6

11

[a] PARI SCF optimizations of hexafluorobenzene and chloro-pentafluorobenzene did not converge. [b] PARI SCF optimizations of 3-butyn-2one and 2-butyne did not converge.

pVTZ, and M19/cc-pVTZ calculations. The fitting errors are
small—typically about 10 lEh. The Coulomb errors are larger
than the exchange errors (and of opposite sign), reflecting the
20% weight of exact exchange in B3LYP. As expected, the PARI
errors are larger than (but comparable to) the RI errors: about
a factor of three in the 6-31G/df-def2 basis and less than a factor of two in the cc-pVTZ/df-cc-pVTZ basis.
While these errors are encouraging, we emphasize that two
PARI calculations in each of the G3/6-31G and G3/cc-pVTZ sets
failed to converge for four molecules, as indicated in Table 3.
The nonconvergence is caused by negative eigenvalues of the
WWW.CHEMISTRYVIEWS.COM
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Table 4. Total BLYP energy errors (in lEh) with two-center functions
added to the auxiliary basis set to guarantee the specified integral
accuracy d (in Eh). Results are reported for the molecules for which the
SCF iterations did not converge using one-center auxiliary functions only
(see Table 3); ‘ nc’’ indicates nonconvergence.
d
Set
G3/6-31G
G3/cc-pVTZ

Molecule
hexafluorobenzene
chloro-pentafluorobenzene
3-butyn-2-one
2-butyne

10

4

378.7
336.1
nc
18.8

106

108

9.5
9.0
5.3
4.9

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.05

integral matrix and is remedied by adding two-center functions to the auxiliary basis, see Table 4. An integral accuracy of
1 lEh ensures convergence in all cases and 100 lEh is sufficient in three cases. The exception is 3-butyn-2-one at the
BLYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory (we have only implemented twocenter fitting functions for PARI-J, hence we cannot use B3LYP)
with the df-cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set with two-center functions added to guarantee an integral accuracy of 100 lEh.
For 3-butyn-2-one from the G3/cc-pVTZ set, Figure 3 gives a
summary of our findings regarding integral accuracy, kDGkmax ,

Figure 3. Results obtained for 3-butyn-2-one at the BLYP/cc-pVTZ level of
theory with the df-cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set with and without two-center
functions added. The vertical lines show the extent of the negative PARI integral eigenvalues (smallest and largest) at a given integral accuracy measured by the maximum PARI integral error (the calculation without twocenter functions is the one with least accurate integrals). The color of the
vertical lines indicates divergence (red) or convergence (green) of the SCF
iterations. The curve shows the total number of negative eigenvalues (on
the right axis).

the number of negative integral eigenvalues Nneg , the range of
the negative eigenvalues c, and SCF convergence. Figure 4
shows the SCF iterations for the conventional calculation, the
RI calculation, and selected PARI calculations with and without
two-center functions added to the auxiliary basis. Using onecenter auxiliary functions only, the largest negative PARI integral eigenvalue is 25.5 mEh and the optimization diverges. In
the first four SCF iterations, the absolute energy error (relative
to the conventional energy at the same iteration) is in the
range 10–100 lEh. Subsequently, the Coulomb energy
decreases significantly at the fifth iteration and becomes negative at the sixth iteration, leading to a dramatic decrease in

Figure 4. SCF iterations for 3-butyn-2-one at the BLYP/cc-pVTZ level of
theory with the df-cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set with and without two-center
functions added. The absolute energy error on the vertical axis is defined
relative to the energy at convergence of the conventional calculation. The
PARI and PARI þ 2C(104) calculations are aborted after iterations 6 and 9,
respectively, due to negative Coulomb energy caused by negative eigenvalues of the approximate two-electron integral matrix.

the total energy as depicted in Figure 4. At this point, the
electronic interactions are effectively attractive and the calculation is aborted.
The addition of two-center functions to increase integral accuracy leads to smaller largest negative eigenvalues, but the
PARI integral matrix remains indefinite even with an integral
accuracy of 1010 . Nevertheless, convergence is achieved with
an integral accuracy of about 20 lEh or better. The associated
largest negative eigenvalues are 0.2 mEh or smaller, and the
total energy errors range from 22 lEh to 0.3 nEh. Interestingly, as depicted in Figure 3, the total number of negative
eigenvalues passes through a maximum at an integral accuracy of 1 lEh and does not appear to have direct influence on
convergence behavior.
For the M19/cc-pVTZ set, timings and speed-ups relative to calculations without density fitting are given in Table 5. The PARI-J
and RI-J timings are comparable, as expected from the algorithm
employed. The addition of two-center fitting functions to achieve
target integral accuracies of 104, 106, and 108 Eh slows down
the PARI-J calculations by factors of 21, 56, and 78, respectively,
for hexacene, because of the increased time spent on integral
evaluation. Integrals involving two-center fitting functions include
four-center two-electron integrals and require the evaluation of a
disproportionate number of primitive Gaussian integrals. We have
used an integral-direct algorithm in this work; a significant
improvement is expected by caching some or all of the integrals
involving two-center fitting functions.
The PARI-K timings show promising speed-ups relative to
the standard LinK[67] algorithm. Table 5 indicates an increased
efficiency for larger molecules, which can be improved by optimizing the prescreening at the atomic level of the algorithm.
The PARI-K speed-ups may also be improved by using localized
occupied MOs in a manner similar to Polly et al.[27]

Exploration of various PARI parameterizations
In this section, we explore the impact of different local metrics
when combined with additional constraints on the fitting
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2013, 34, 1486–1496
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Table 5. Timings and speed-ups of different fitting approximations for the M19/cc-pVTZ set in the 3rd SCF iteration. For the J-engine Coulomb (J) and
LinK exchange (K) calculations, timings are in seconds; for the density-fitted (RI-J, PARI-J, and PARI-K) calculations, speed-ups relative to the J and K
calculations are given, respectively. Details about the benchmark set are given in the text.

HCl
CO
N2
H2CO
polyacetylene oligomer (n ¼ 3)
benzene (acene-0)
polyacetylene oligomer (n ¼ 4)
polyacetylene oligomer (n ¼ 5)
naphtalene (acene-1)
dipeptide
N-phenylpyrrole
4-(N,N-dimethylamino)benzonitrile
polyacetylene oligomer (n ¼ 2)
b-dipeptide
anthracene (acene-2)
tripeptide
tetracene (acene-3)
pentacene (acene-4)
hexacene (acene-5)

atoms

AOs

J

K

RI-J

PARI-J

PARI-K

2
2
2
4
10
12
14
18
18
19
20
21
22
22
24
26
30
36
42

48
60
60
88
204
264
292
380
412
410
456
470
468
468
560
572
708
856
1004

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.8
14
39
41
84
172
116
214
223
139
163
419
269
780
1240
1822

0.3
0.6
0.6
2.3
38
135
118
302
488
412
650
812
411
571
1229
934
2355
3669
5440

4.5
4.4
4.6
6.5
17
23
21
26
32
25
32
31
26
27
37
24
40
41
44

3.6
3.1
3.8
5.2
15
20
20
21
27
22
30
28
24
24
33
26
34
38
40

1.6
1.5
1.6
2.2
4.3
6.8
4.8
5.9
7.1
5.6
6.8
7.9
4.8
5.7
7.0
5.5
7.2
6.7
6.5

equations. In Table 6, we compare errors in the B3LYP energy
obtained with different versions of the PARI-J and PARI-K
methods. Specifically, we perform PARI calculations on acenes
in the Coulomb and overlap metrics, using unconstrained fitting, charge-constrained fitting, and charge–dipole-constrained
fitting.
Broadly speaking, while the overlap metric attempts to
reproduce the overall shape of the density, the Coulomb metric weighs more strongly regions that are important for the
two-electron repulsion energy. Accordingly, the PARI method
produces much smaller errors in the Coulomb metric than in
the overlap metric—in particular, for unconstrained fitting.
When interpreting the errors in Table 6, we should bear in
mind that exact exchange constitutes only 20% of the total
exchange energy in the B3LYP model; when comparing Coulomb
and exchange errors, the latter should be multiplied by five.
When no constraints are imposed on the fitting, the Coulomb
energy is better reproduced than the exact-exchange energy.

In the overlap metric, errors increase with system size and
most PARI-J calculations fail to converge due to negative
eigenvalues of the integral matrix. The increase in error is
stronger for the Coulomb energy, for which long-range interactions are more important than for the exchange energy.
Imposing charge conservation, the overlap metric errors are
reduced to a level only 50% greater than those of the Coulomb metric.
Charge constraints improve the description of long-range
interactions (at the expense of short-range interactions). Further long-range improvements may be expected from imposing conditions also on the dipole moment. However, dipole
constraints tend to increase errors in the overlap metric. Moreover, the Coulomb errors increase by up to 50%. The best
compromise between accurate short- and long-range interactions is, therefore, achieved by imposing charge constraints
which, however, are not sufficient to cure the convergence
failures.

Table 6. Errors in the B3LYP energy per non-hydrogen atom (in lEh) in the first SCF iteration for selected acenes from the M19/cc-pVTZ molecules,
using different varieties of the PARI approximation. In all calculations, the converged density obtained without density fitting was used as starting guess.
The fitting coefficients are obtained using the overlap and Coulomb metrics. For each metric, the fitting has been obtained without constraints (free),
with charge constraint (charge), and with charge and dipole constraints (dipole). SCF calculations that did not converge are in bold. Details about the
benchmark set are given in the text.
Coulomb metric

PARI-J

PARI-K
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benzene
naphtalene
anthracene
tetracene
benzene
naphtalene
anthracene
tetracene

overlap metric

free

charge

dipole

free

charge

dipole

23.3
22.1
21.5
21.2
12.8
14.2
14.9
15.2

22.9
21.7
21.1
20.8
12.8
14.3
14.9
15.2

24.7
22.7
21.8
21.3
13.0
14.5
15.1
15.5

69.0
98.7
120.7
135.5
26.3
28.5
29.4
29.9

32.2
30.9
30.1
29.7
18.6
20.6
21.4
21.9

46.3
40.8
37.8
36.2
18.2
20.2
21.2
21.7
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Conclusions
We have identified an inherent weakness of local RI
approaches. When local fitting domains or non-Coulomb-fitting metrics are combined with robust corrections, the matrix
representing the Coulomb operator is indefinite. Indefiniteness
may lead to nonconvergence in SCF iterations or convergence
to a spurious state of energy far below the true ground-state
energy, even if integral errors are small. In addition to a general theoretical analysis, we have investigated the problem
numerically by means of the PARI approximation to four-center
two-electron integrals.
Involving only auxiliary functions centered on the parent
atoms, PARI is a highly local fitting approach of linear complexity, including Dunlap’s robust correction to ensure quadratic integral accuracy in the fitting errors. Algorithms for the
Coulomb and exchange contributions to the Fock/KS matrix
have been described and sample calculations on organic molecules demonstrate that, with a few exceptions (less than 1%),
the indefinite PARI integral matrix does not cause convergence
problems. The PARI and standard RI schemes provide similar
speed-ups and comparable accuracy for the Coulomb contribution. The PARI errors are somewhat larger and the speedups less pronounced (up to a factor of eight) for the exchange
contribution, which may be improved by exploiting locality in
the occupied MO subspace. In a few cases, the indefinite PARI
integral matrix gives rise to severe convergence problems,
whose only known cure is local completeness of the auxiliary
basis set, as demonstrated by calculations using two-center fitting functions derived by CD of the residual integral error for
each pair of atoms. In our current implementation, the addition of two-center functions to the auxiliary basis is accompanied by a severe computational penalty.
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